: Identification human and mouse cells in droplets. The number of UMIs aligned specifically to mouse genome is plotted against to the number of UMIs aligned specifically to human genome for each droplet. CellRanger was used to predict whether each droplet contained a human cell (purple), mouse cell (blue), or multiplet (grey). The multiplets were excluded from down-stream decontamination analysis.
Supplementary Figure 2: Comparisons between distributions of population-specific contamination and native expression in the mouse-human mixture dataset. (A)
A high correlation was observed between the gene probabilities in the DecontX-estimated contamination distribution for the human cell population and the gene expression levels within an average mouse cell. Each point represents a gene in the mouse transcriptome. (B) A high correlation was observed between the gene probabilities in the DecontX-estimated contamination distribution for the mouse cell population and the gene expression levels within an average human cell. Each point represents a gene in the human transcriptome. 
